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Overall 

• Work with the other coach and run the game together. A lot of this is common sense, reading 

the kids and how it is running, and making some adjustments as you need. The biggest thing for 

kids this age is to build upon baseball fundamentals and game-play, while trying to to “keep it 

moving” as much as you can 

• The kids will use real little league balls (vs T Balls) 

• Plan to play 5-6 innings. Talk to the other coach throughout and work together on flow. The 

time will depend on two main things 

o How quickly each kid is batting → I prefer to “keep it moving” with each kid with less 

pitches, instead of throwing 12-15 pitches until they hit. If someone is really struggling, 

you CAN bring out the T. Or give them a heads up and say “this is the last one.” They 

actually do concentrate extra hard when they know they have to. I also think it’s better 

if each kid gets at bat 4-5 times, even with a few strike outs, than getting up 2 times 

with 2 hits. 

o How quickly the fielding team gets outs → try and play 3 outs/inning if you can and 

reinforce those fundamentals and rules. But use your judgement and make adaptions as 

needed if the game seems to be moving too fast or too slow.  As an overall goal, try and 

get through the order each inning (like T Ball). Once the full team bats, end the inning. 

• Do what you can to teach and reinforce baseball fundamentals at bat and in the field. When 

compared to T Ball, a few adjustments are include 

o Talk about where to make the play to get the different runners (vs playing everything to 

1st base) 

o Make the play “true” vs individually. For instance if the ball is hit to the “pitcher,” 

encourage them to make the throw to 1st base instead of running it there themselves. 

• At the end of the game, do a team relay race with a T Ball. The kids love this and will be one of 

their favorite parts of the game. 

• Coaches should wear masks as much as possible. Coaches should always wear a mask when in 

close with the kids to work on mechanics, etc. 

 

Gameplay 

• At Bat 

o Have a parent put the kids in a batting order, and keep them in the order. Vary the 

order each inning so the same kid doesn’t bat 1st every time, or last. 

▪ ONLY THE BATTER HAS A BAT!  No one else should have one (Little League Rule) 

▪ NO ON DECK CIRCLE, NO PRACTICE SWINGS (same Little League Rule as above) 



o One coach should be pitching, the other can be on 1st or 3rd and help the runners run the 

bases. An extra coach can work with the batter up close. Some considerations and tips 

for pitching – do what you need to do to make it fun and engaging: 

▪ Pick an appropriate distance on where to pitch from 

▪ Do what you can to have the ball pitched in flat (vs with a big arc) into the batter 

to reinforce that they swing the bat level  

▪ Feel free to use the blue pitching machines if preferred. The trick to load the ball 

the same way and pull it back the same distance smoothly every time.  

▪ Coaches can pitch from one knee to help pitch it in flat 

▪ If there is another athlete/sibling in the Majors that can help “pitch” (9-10 years 

old) and lightly throw the ball in, that also helps. 

o Batter and runners advance with a single or double if the ball is a good hit. Keep it 

reasonable. No taking/running extra bases on overthrows, errors, etc. 

o Do what you can to get everyone a hit. Use your judgement if it doesn’t go far enough, 

or is far-enough-foul to be a do-over.  

o As a goal, try to get through the batting order for the inning if you are able. When the 

last batter hits, everyone runs around the bases back to home. 

 

• In Field 

o Have the kids out in the main positions. Vary the positions as much as you can each 

inning. The “pitcher” can stand with the coach. If there is an extra player and you want 

to, there can be a “catcher.”  

o Spread the coaches out in arc to help guide the play to the appropriate base 

o Briefly “pause” the game as appropriate to walk through what base the play should go 

to, and how to get it there. But keep it moving as much as possible. 

o Reinforce the various fundamentals on how to make plays and encourage playing as a 

team (vs fielding a ball and running it to the base themselves) 

 

• Race 

o Similar to T Ball 

o Line up one team starting at home plate, the other starting at 2nd base.  One coach calls 

“GO” 

o Have the kids run 1 at a time around the base and hand off the ball to the next in line.  

After running, have them sit on the grass and cheer along the rest of the team 

o After the race, do a team huddle and then “tip your hat” or cheer to the other team 

(Little League Covid rules are no handshakes between teams).   Something like “1-2-3 

Good Game Angels” is pretty good 

 


